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SFENKSTOKEN : The Mischievous Meme Coin with a Bite 

Executive Summary 

SFENKS is a community-driven, deflationary meme coin unleashed on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) 

to disrupt the cryptoverse with fun, irreverence, and generous rewards. Inspired by the legendary 

Egyptian sphinx, SFENKS isn't your average meme coin. It offers a playful experience with real teeth, 

featuring gamified staking, meme-tastic contests, and charitable donations funded by the 

community. 

Unleashing the Power of SFENKS 

SFENKS breaks the mold of the typical meme coin by offering a unique blend of features designed to 

engage its holders and create a thriving ecosystem: 

• Stake & Play: Earn pawsome rewards (yes, pawsome) by staking your SFENKS. The longer you 

play (stake), the more rewards you'll unearth. 

• Meme Battles Royale: Unleash your inner meme lord in hilarious contests. Craft the dankest 

memes, win epic prizes, and reign supreme in the SFENKS meme hall of fame. 

• Community Chest: A portion of every transaction fee gets deposited into the community chest, 

funding wild giveaways, crazy contests, and roar-some charity initiatives chosen by you, the 

holders. 

• Decentralized Den: SFENKS is all about community. We'll use fair voting mechanisms to make 

decisions together, shaping the future of SFENKS as a collective. 

Tokenomics: Transparent and Furever Fair 

SFENKS operates on a transparent and fair token distribution model: 

• Pride of the Sphinxes (50%): This hefty share is reserved for the community, funding future 

developments, roaring marketing campaigns, and keeping the party going. 

• Liquidity Oasis (25%): Ensuring smooth trading on decentralized exchanges, this pool keeps 

the SFENKS party liquid and accessible. 

• Pharaoh's Guard (15%): A portion is allocated to the core team and advisors who tirelessly 

guard the SFENKS treasury. 
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• Great Meme Offering (10%): Offered to early adopters through strategic sales, fueling the 

initial launch and growth of the SFENKS frenzy. 

Why SFENKS Will Make You Purr 

SFENKS goes beyond the fleeting hype of meme coins. Here's what sets us apart: 

• Meme-Powered Utility: SFENKS offers real value through gamified staking, community-driven 

contests, and charitable giving. 

• Sustainable Ecosystem: The tokenomics model discourages pump-and-dumps, fostering long-

term growth for the SFENKS pride. 

• Community Reigns Supreme: SFENKS empowers its holders to actively participate in shaping 

the project's destiny. 

• Transparency is King: We believe in open communication. The roadmap and token distribution 

are clear for all to see. 

Join the SFENKS Frenzy 

SFENKS is more than just a meme coin; it's a roaring community united by our love for fun, 

irreverence, and giving back. Become part of the SFENKS pride, stake your claim, unleash your meme 

mastery, and together, let's rewrite the rules of the cryptoverse. 

Disclaimer 

This whitepaper is for informational purposes only and does not constitute financial advice. Do your 

own research before making any investment decisions. 

 


